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ABSTRACT

Aims. This study aims at determining the parameters of the three candidate pre-cataclysmic binaries EC 12477–1738, EC 13349–
3237, and EC 14329–1625, most importantly their orbital period.
Methods. Time-series photometry reveals orbital modulation in the form of sinusoidal variation due to the reflection eﬀect.
Photometric observations are complemented by time-resolved spectroscopy that yields radial velocities of the Hα emission line.
The combination of both methods allows us to unambiguously determine the orbital periods. The average spectra are used to estimate
physical parameters of the primary and secondary stellar components.
Results. We determine the orbital period for EC 12477–1738 as 0.362 d, thus confirming the value previously reported. A similar
period, P = 0.350 d, is found for EC 14329–1625. Both systems incorporate a medium-hot white dwarf (T = 15 000−20 000 K) and
an M3V secondary star. The third pre-CV, EC 13349–3237, is the youngest of the three, with a hot WD (T ∼ 35 000 K), and it also
has the longest period P = 0.469 d. It furthermore turns out to be one of the still rare pre-CVs with a comparatively early-type, M1V,
secondary star, which will eventually evolve into a CV above the period gap.
Key words. binaries: close – stars: late-type – white dwarfs – novae, cataclysmic variables

1. Introduction
Cataclysmic Variables (CVs) are close interacting binaries with
a white dwarf accreting material from a Roche-lobe filling, latetype (K–M), main-sequence star. These systems are thought to
form from initially separated binaries that go through a commonenvelope phase as the more massive one of the two stars expands
in the course of its nuclear evolution. The eventual expulsion
of the common-envelope material leaves a still separated white
dwarf / main-sequence star (hereafter WD/MS) binary. Angular
momentum loss due to magnetic braking and gravitational radiation shrinks the separation, which eventually leads to the secondary star filling its Roche lobe, thus starting mass-transfer.
Following Schreiber & Gänsicke (2003), we call the WD/MS binaries pre-CVs, if the evolution from the expulsion of the common envelope to the start of mass transfer takes place within
Hubble time (∼13 Gyr).
Recent attempts to solve the discrepancies between the modelled and the observed CV population (e.g., Stehle et al. 1997;
Patterson 1998; Gänsicke 2005) emphasise the importance of the
pre-CV phase (Schenker & King 2002; Schenker et al. 2002).
The detection of anomalous element abundances in a number of
CVs (Gänsicke et al. 2003; Harrison et al. 2004, 2005) raises
the question of whether the secondary star undergoes a certain
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amount of nuclear evolution prior to entering the CV stage, although an examination of 13 pre-CVs gave a negative result
(Tappert et al. 2007b).
Since pre-CVs consist of two intrinsically faint stellar components and – with the exception of eclipsing systems and binary
central stars of planetary nebulae – show only very minor photometric variability (with amplitudes of typically ≤0.1 mag), they
are not easily detected. Consequently the number of known preCVs is small; applying the criteria from Schreiber & Gänsicke
(2003), i.e., Porb < 2 d and a main-sequence secondary with
M2 < M1 , we find 56 potential and confirmed pre-CVs in version 7.9 of the Ritter & Kolb (2003) catalogue. The Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) is currently fundamentally changing this
picture, thanks to the vast number of spectroscopic follow-ups
of point sources with non-stellar ugriz colours (Raymond et al.
2003; Silvestri et al. 2006, 2007; Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2007;
Schreiber et al. 2008), and detailed follow-up observations will
eventually provide 2000 new systems. However, the majority
of the SDSS systems will be faint, requiring large-aperture telescopes for follow-up observations.
Here, we present photometric and spectroscopic studies of
three relatively bright pre-CVs, EC 12477–1738, EC 13349–
3237, and EC 14329–1625, which were discovered and classified as WD/MS binaries in the Edinburgh-Cape Blue Object
Survey (Kilkenny et al. 1997). Coordinates and apparent magnitudes of these systems are collected in Table 1; finding charts
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Fig. 1. Finding charts from the Digital Sky Survey (DSS2-red).
Table 1. General information on the three targets of this study.
Object

RA (2000.0)1

Dec (2000.0)1

V [mag]2

EC 12477–1738
EC 13349–3237
EC 14329–1625

12:50:22.1
13:37:50.8
14:35:45.7

–17:54:47
–32:52:23
–16:38:17

16.2
16.3
14.9

1) from the SIMBAD database; 2) from Kilkenny et al. (1997)

are presented in Fig. 1. The first attempts to derive their orbital
period photometrically have been described in Tappert et al.
(2004) and Tappert et al. (2006). Maxted et al. (2007) used timeresolved spectroscopy to determine the period for one of these
systems, EC 12477–1738.

2. Observations and data reduction
The photometric data were taken on several occasions in 2003
and 2005 at the 0.9 m CTIO/SMARTS telescope using an R filter. The 2003 observations were part of a survey on a sample of
16 objects that had been classified as candidate pre-CVs based
on their spectral appearance. The aim was to examine them for
potential photometric variability that would confirm their classification and reveal their orbital period (Tappert et al. 2004).
Since it was unknown if the targets would show any variation,
continuous light curves were taken, i.e. a certain fraction of
the night (usually around 4 h) would be dedicated to a specific
object. For the 2005 observations, the sample was limited to
5 objects with known or suspected light curve modulations corresponding to periods >6 h. Thus, targets were cycled throughout the night, with three consecutive data points being taken per
step. In this way, light curves covering ∼8 h per night could be
measured for three to four targets, yielding a time resolution of
∼0.5 h. Unfortunately, the 2005 observing runs were plagued
with bad weather conditions, so that in the end only the data for
the brightest target, EC 14329–1625, proved useful.
From the photometric observations, four systems emerged as
confirmed pre-CVs: LTT 560 (Tappert et al. 2007a) and the three
targets of the present paper. The latter were selected for timeresolved spectroscopy on 3 nights in April 2007 at the 4.0 m
CTIO in order to pin down the orbital period, since the photometry on its own does not allow for an unambiguous distinction between sinusoidal (one maximum per orbit due to the secondary

star being irradiated by a hot white dwarf) or ellipsoidal variation (two maxima per orbit due to the deformed secondary star).
We employed the R-C spectrograph and grating KPGL3 with a
1.0 slit to yield a wavelength range of 3565–7240 Å at a spectral resolution of 4.8 Å. Using essentially the same strategy as
for the 2005 photometric observations, after each target spectrum, a HeAr lamp wavelength calibration exposure was taken,
and afterwards the telescope was pointed to the next object. Flux
calibration standards LTT 4816 and LTT 7379 were observed
at the beginning of night 1 and at the end of night 3, respectively. Since the weather conditions were not photometric (in
fact, the middle night of our observing run was completely overcast), one expects the respective calibrations not to be very accurate. However, as we will see below, they still provide valuable
information. A summary of the observations is given in Table 2.
Basic reduction of the photometric and spectroscopic data
followed standard procedures for bias subtraction and flat fielding, using IRAF1 tasks. The majority of the photometric data was
analysed with IRAF’s apphot/daophot packages, and the standalone daomatch and daomaster routines (Stetson 1992). The final aperture radius for the photometry was chosen as the one
that gave a minimum noise in the diﬀerential light curve of two
non-variable field stars with magnitudes similar to the target. All
field star photometry of a single CCD frame were then combined to give an average light curve, with variable and noisy
stars being iteratively excluded. The diﬀerential light curve for
the target finally was computed by subtracting the averaged field
stars from the target data. In an attempt to reduce the noise in
the light curves, an iterative weighting algorithm (Broeg et al.
2005) was used to compute the average comparison light curve
for the April 2005 data. However, the gain in signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) proved insuﬃcient to justify a re-evaluation of the other
data sets.
The spectroscopic data were optimally extracted (Horne
1986) and wavelength and flux calibrated. Radial velocities of
the Hα emission line (and of absorption lines of the secondary
star, when possible) were measured by fitting single Gaussians
to the line profile. The WD absorption lines were found to be too
broad and the S/N too low in order to be measured either by fitting or by using cross-correlation methods. Additionally, narrow
emission lines were present in the centre of the Balmer absorption in all cases. The Hα radial velocities were corrected for the
1
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Table 2. Log of observations.
Object

Date1

HJD1

Telescope

Configuration2

ndata

texp [s]

Δt [h]

EC 12477–1738

2003-04-08
2003-04-09
2003-04-10
2007-04-03
2007-04-05
2003-05-15
2003-05-16
2003-06-20
2003-06-21
2007-04-03
2007-04-05
2003-06-18
2003-06-19
2005-04-25
2005-04-28
2005-04-29
2005-05-24
2005-05-26
2007-04-03
2007-04-05

2 452 738
2 452 739
2 452 740
2 454 194
2 454 196
2 452 775
2 452 776
2 452 811
2 452 812
2 454 194
2 454 196
2 452 809
2 452 810
2 453 486
2 453 489
2 453 490
2 453 515
2 453 517
2 454 194
2 454 196

0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
4.0 m
4.0 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
4.0 m
4.0 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
0.9 m
4.0 m
4.0 m

CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
KPGL3, 3565–7240, 4.8
KPGL3, 3565–7240, 4.8
CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
KPGL3, 3565–7240, 4.8
KPGL3, 3565–7240, 4.8
CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
CCD+R
KPGL3, 3565–7240, 4.8
KPGL3, 3565–7240, 4.8

120
70
60
7
9
50
47
81
77
7
9
119
120
9
27
36
12
14
7
8

60/90
90/180
180
900/1200
900/1200
180/240
240
240
240
900/1200
900/1200
90
90
150
150
150
150/300
180
600/900
600/900

3.35
4.08
3.84
8.28
8.97
4.57
3.68
6.28
5.98
7.59
8.67
4.16
4.54
3.57
8.35
7.88
5.14
4.95
7.64
8.37

EC 13349–3237

EC 14329–1625

1) start of night; 2) grism/grating, wavelength range, and spectral FWHM resolution in Å.

motion with respect to the local standard of rest (LSR) as defined
in IRAF’s rvcorrect task (the Sun’s velocity vector relative to the
LSR being v = 20 km s−1 , α1900 = 18 h, δ1900 = 30◦ ) and a
potential instrumental flexure was accounted for by subtracting
the variation of the [O i] λ5577 night sky emission line.
Both the photometric and the spectroscopic data were examined for periodic modulation applying several routines implemented in the ESO-MIDAS2 time-series analysis (tsa) context, namely the Scargle (1982) and analysis-of-variance (AOV;
Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1989) algorithms, as well as the extension of the latter, which uses orthogonal trigonometric polynomials to fit the phase-folded data (ORT; Schwarzenberg-Czerny
1996). After discarding alias periods (see the respective sections
for each system), the error associated with the selected period
was calculated using Eq. (4) from Larsson (1996).

3. Results
3.1. General spectroscopic appearance

The nightly average spectra for all systems are presented in
Fig. 2. While the data for the three targets will be analysed individually in the subsequent sections, here we comment on the
common spectroscopic properties. In all three objects, the WD is
dominant in the blue part of the spectrum. EC 12477–1738 and
EC 14329–1625 present broad and prominent Balmer absorption
lines, while in EC 13349–3237 they are not as pronounced due to
the system incorporating a much hotter WD (see the respective
section).
In the red part, the late-type secondary star shows its presence in the form of a red continuum and molecular absorption
bands. Again, while EC 12477–1738 and EC 14329–1625 at first
glance present a very similar appearance, in EC 13349–3237 the
less pronounced TiO band edge around 7050 Å and the presence
2

version 07FEBpl1.1 on PC/Linux.

of absorption features in the middle part of the spectrum suggest
an earlier spectral type for the secondary star than in the other
two systems.
We also find comparatively large diﬀerences for all spectra
between one night and the other. Specifically, the April 3 data
are about 0.4 mag brighter than the ones from April 5, and the
continuum slopes appear redder on the second night. We have
already commented in Sect. 2 on the non-photometric conditions during the observations, and these therefore can account
for the brightness oﬀset between the two nights. The diﬀerence in colour is probably due to atmospheric refraction, since
the standard stars were observed at significantly diﬀerent airmasses: LTT 4816 on April 3 at M(z) ∼ 1.7 and LTT 7379 on
April 5 close to the zenith. In contrast, the targets have been observed throughout the night, covering a wide range of airmasses,
roughly from 2.0 to 1.0 for all three systems. We therefore conclude that the observed diﬀerences both in brightness and in
colour are not intrinsic, but instead due to non-photometric conditions and atmospheric refraction. However, as we will see in
the next section, EC 12477–1738 represents a special case.

3.2. EC 12477–1738

The photometric data present clear variability, but have insufficient coverage to pin down the orbital period, as is evident
from the corresponding periodogram (Fig. 3a). The radial velocities of the Hα emission line, instead, yield a clear main peak
at f = 2.76 cyc d−1 , which corresponds to P = 0.362 d = 8.70 h
(Fig. 3b). The spectroscopic periodogram shows a number of
alias periods with peak values larger than half the values of
the strongest signal, which were also tested on the spectroscopic and photometric data. For all alias periods, at least one
of the two phase-folded data sets showed strong discrepancies,
especially regarding data from diﬀerent nights, thus leaving the
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Fig. 2. Average spectra from April 3 and April 5, 2007 as labelled. Note the composite nature of all three systems, with the white dwarf dominating
the blue part of the spectrum, and the late-type secondary star showing its presence in the red part. The narrow hydrogen emission lines also
originate in the secondary star. The brightness and colour diﬀerences between the two nights are not intrinsic. See text for more detail.

Fig. 3. Scargle periodograms for EC 12477–1738. a) Photometric data.
b) Radial velocities of the Hα emission line. The hashed line marks the
adopted period P = 0.362 d.

aforementioned period corresponding to the strongest peak as
the only viable choice.
Figures 4 and 5 give the phase-folded radial velocities and
the light curve, respectively. The corresponding sine fit to the
velocities v(ϕ),
v(ϕ) = γ + K2 sin ϕ

(1)

yields γ = 29(03) km s−1 , K2 = 79(04) km s−1 , and the
ephemeris to
T 0 = HJD 2 454 196.7045(25) + 0.362(08) E,

(2)

with E giving the cycle number. This timing corresponds to the
inferior conjunction of the emission source, i.e. most probably

Fig. 4. Radial velocities of the Hα emission line for EC 12477–1738,
phase-folded with respect to the ephemeris in Eq. (2). Circles mark data
from 2007-04-03, squares those from 2007-04-05. The solid curve gives
the best sine fit. The first cycle includes error bars corresponding to the
Gaussian fit to the Hα emission line.

the secondary star. A recent radial velocity study by Maxted et al.
(2007) determined P = 0.3664 d, which agrees well with our
result.
As explained in Sect. 3.1, the non-photometric conditions
cause diﬀerences in brightness and continuum slopes between
the two nights (Fig. 2, top). Folding the nightly average spectra
with Bessell (1990) passbands, we find V = 16.0 for April 3
and V = 16.5 for April 5, while B−V = 0.2 for both nights.
Kilkenny et al. (1997) in their discovery paper give V = 16.20.
However, for EC 12477–1738 the emission lines with respect to
the continuum also are significantly weaker. In Fig. 6 we see
that, while the equivalent widths show some variation throughout both nights that does not appear to be correlated with the
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Fig. 5. Phase-folded light curves for EC 12477–1738, with phase zero
arbitrarily set to the first data point. a) The individual data from April
08 (circles), 09 (squares), and 10 (triangles). Two cycles are shown, the
second one without error bars. b) The data averaged into bins of 0.05
phases. The error bar gives the standard deviation with respect to the
average value.

Fig. 7. Spectral fits to the spectra of EC 12477–1738 (top panel),
EC 13349–3237 (middle panel) and EC 14329–1625 (bottom panel).
The observed data are plotted as a thick gray line, the best-fit M-dwarf
as a dotted line, and the best-fit white dwarf as hashed line. The sum of
both components is overplotted on the data as a thin black line.

Fig. 6. Hα equivalent widths of the individual EC 12477–1738 spectra.
The tickmarks give the phase with respect to P = 8.70 h (first data point
= phase 0.0).

orbital period, the average equivalent width drops to almost half
its value from April 3 to April 5. The diﬀerence in the emission
line strengths even probably makes up for the diﬀerence in the
continuum slope between the two average spectra (as mentioned
above, it is slightly bluer for April 3), thus yielding identical
photometric colour indices for both nights, while for EC 13349–
3237 and EC 14329–1625 the colour indices faithfully reflect the
diﬀerent continuum slopes.
The variable line strength suggests that EC 12477–1738 is
another member of the group of pre-CVs with an active secondary star (e.g., O’Donoghue et al. 2003; Tappert et al. 2007a;
van den Besselaar et al. 2007, for EC 13471–1258, LTT 560,
and DE CVn, respectively). Further long-term photometric or
spectroscopic monitoring will be needed for confirmation.
We have used the spectroscopic decomposition/fit procedure
developed by Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2007) to estimate the
stellar parameters of the white dwarf and the companion star
in EC 12477–1738. In brief, the observed pre-CV spectrum is
first decomposed into a white dwarf and an M-dwarf component using a χ2 -fit and a set of both white dwarf and M-dwarf
template spectra from the SDSS. After subtracting the best-fit

M-dwarf, the residual spectrum is then subjected to a fit with
white dwarf model spectra computed using the code of Koester
et al. (2005). The model fit is carried out on the normalised
Balmer line profiles to avoid problems due to uncertainties in
the response function of the spectrograph. Finally, the slope of
the continuum is used to break the degeneracy between “cold”
and “hot” model solutions that have approximatively equally
strong Balmer absorption lines. For full details, we refer the
reader to Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2007). Free parameters in
this decomposition/fit are the white dwarf temperature and surface gravity, which can be converted to a white dwarf mass using an updated version of the evolution sequences of Bergeron
et al. (1995), the spectral type of the companion star, as well
as distance estimates based on the flux scaling factors for both
stellar components. The results from the decomposition of both
spectra of EC 12477–1738 are reported in Table 3, and the composite fit to the April 3 spectrum is shown in Fig. 7 (top panel).
Despite the diﬀerent (and non-perfect) atmospheric conditions
during both nights, both fits agree well within the errors, and
suggest that EC 12477–1738 contains a white dwarf with a temperature of T wd = 17 718 ± 865 K and a mass close to the
average mass of single white dwarfs (e.g. Liebert et al. 2005),
Mwd = 0.61 ± 0.08 M . The spectral type of the companion star
is M3 ± 0.5. In principle, the two distance estimates determined
from the flux scaling factor of each component should agree, but
we find dsec > dwd . Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2007) showed that
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Table 3. Stellar parameters for the white dwarfs and M-dwarfs in EC 12477–1738, EC 13349–3237 and EC 14329–1625 determined from a
spectroscopic decomposition of the CTIO spectra.

EC 12477–1738
EC 13349–3237
EC 14329–1625

T wd [K]
18330 ± 1212
17106 ± 1131
17718 ± 865
37424 ± 3880
32595 ± 2052
35010 ± 3415
13904 ± 1409
15246 ± 1299
14575 ± 949

log g
8.08 ± 0.26
7.88 ± 0.26
7.98 ± 0.14
7.73 ± 0.54
7.31 ± 0.53
7.52 ± 0.30
7.87 ± 0.25
8.14 ± 0.22
8.01 ± 0.19

Mwd [M ]
0.67 ± 0.16
0.55 ± 0.15
0.61 ± 0.08
0.54 ± 0.28
0.38 ± 0.19
0.46 ± 0.11
0.54 ± 0.15
0.70 ± 0.14
0.62 ± 0.11

dwd [pc]
111 ± 19
151 ± 24
131 ± 28
394 ± 133
572 ± 196
483 ± 126
71 ± 11
53 ± 8
62 ± 13

Sp(sec)
M3 ± 0.5
M3 ± 0.5
M3 ± 0.5
M1 ± 0.5
M1 ± 0.5
M1 ± 0.5
M3 ± 0.5
M3 ± 0.5
M3 ± 0.5

dsec [pc]
206 ± 41
247 ± 49
226 ± 45
321 ± 63
373 ± 73
347 ± 68
120 ± 24
106 ± 21
113 ± 10

Note: Three lines are given for each object, with the top (middle) line referring to the parameters determined from the spectra taken on April 3 (5)
2007. The bottom line, in italics, gives the average values and sample variance, except for dsec , where the error is the average of the two individual
errors.

Fig. 8. Scargle periodograms for EC 13349–3237. a) Photometric data.
b) Cross-correlation radial velocities of the absorption forest inbetween λ5163–5338. The dashed line indicates the adopted period
P = 0.4695 d.

in about ∼1/3 of the systems analysed in their study displayed the
same problem. They discussed possible issues with the adopted
spectral type-radius relation that may be related to stellar activity. Here we note that EC 12477–1738 exhibits strong emission
line which vary on time scales of days, consistent with substantial chromospheric activity on the companion star.
3.3. EC 13349–3237

Four photometric data sets were taken in two diﬀerent months,
each time on two subsequent nights. The corresponding periodogram (Fig. 8, top) presents several hubs of fine-spaced alias
periods. We can discard all hubs longwards of f = 2.5, since
the longest continuous data set of 6.28 h clearly does not represent 2/3 of an orbit (the triangles in Fig. 9). The hub shortwards of f = 1.5 yields an ellipsoidal light curve at an orbital
period P ∼ 22 h. At a spectral type of M1 (see below) this
would require an evolved secondary, and there is no spectroscopic evidence that would support such a scenario. The hub
centred at f = 2.13 therefore remains as the only possibility.
We have folded the photometric data with all periods with peak
values larger than half the value of the strongest peak, covering
a frequency range 1.907−2.381 cyc/d. Based on the criterion of
how the data sets of diﬀerent nights fit together in the phasefolded data, we find that only two periods, P1 = 0.4757 d and

Fig. 9. Phase-folded light curves for EC 13349–3237. a) The individual
data from May 15 (circles), 16 (squares), June 20 (triangles) and 11
(crosses). Two cycles are shown, the second one without error bars.
b) The data averaged into bins of 0.05 phases. The error bar gives the
standard deviation with respect to the average value.

P2 = 0.4695 d yield an acceptable light curve. Since P2 is the
slightly stronger one of the two, we adopt as photometric period
Pph = 0.4695(01) d. As a word of caution we remark that our
criterion here assumes that each data set represents a part of a
stable, identical light curve. However, the potential presence of
star spots or activity on the secondary star could induce a certain variability of the light curve. This applies to all three targets
of this study, but bears special importance for EC 13 349–3237,
as here we are dealing with 4 incomplete parts of a light curve
within two data sets that are separated by one month.
Somewhat surprisingly, the spectroscopic data do not present
a similarly clear variation, and in fact do not appear to reflect the
photometric variation at all. Measuring radial velocities by fitting single Gaussians to the Hα emission line or to a number
of absorption lines (Na iλ5893, Ca iλ6103 and λ6122) results in
very noisy curves without any clear periodic signal. In a second
attempt we measured radial velocities by cross-correlation in the
spectral region 5160–5340 Å, which contains a forest of absorption lines from the secondary star due to Mg, Cr and Fe. We used
a synthetic template spectrum to avoid introducing additional
noise into the results. The template was calculated using the
uclsyn code (Smalley et al. 2001) and adopting T eﬀ = 3500 K
and log g = 4.5. This yielded radial velocities which were less
noisy but still did not demonstrate the expected variations in that

C. Tappert et al.: Observations of three pre-cataclysmic variables

Fig. 10. EC 13349–3237 cross-correlation radial velocities folded on
the photometric period (top) and on the “spectroscopic” period (bottom). Symbols are the same as in Fig. 11. The lines shows the best
sinusoidal fit with parameters given in Table 4.

Fig. 11. EC 13349–3237 radial velocities, as determined by a crosscorrelation of the absorption forest in-between λ5163–5338 Å with a
synthetic template.

they do not appear to follow the photometric period, but instead
prefer P = 0.323 d (Fig. 8, bottom).
We have folded the radial velocity data on both the photometric period and the one extracted from the spectroscopic periodogram. As expected, since the photometric period is barely, if
at all, present in the spectroscopic data, that period yields a very
poor fit (Fig. 10, top). The “spectroscopic” period at first glance
provides an acceptable fit to the data (Fig. 10, bottom). However,
closer inspection reveals that there are systematic diﬀerences between the data from the two nights, as, with one exception, the
velocities from the first night all lie below the fit. In Fig. 11 we
have plotted the radial velocities in sequence versus time, which
makes it even more obvious that the velocities do not follow a
well-defined sinusoidal variation. We therefore doubt the physical relevance of this signal. Again we point out that the longest
photometric data set excludes the “spectroscopic” period for the
light curve.
Without more and better data, we are not able to clarify
this puzzling behaviour. Perhaps it is due to a combination of
the low spectral resolution and a low inclination (for the photometric variation the low inclination could be compensated
for by a particularly strong reflection eﬀect due to a hot white
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Fig. 12. Scargle periodograms for EC 14329–1625. a) 2005 photometric
data. b) Hα radial velocities. The hashed line marks the adopted period
P = 0.3500 d.

dwarf). Further investigation of this system clearly requires
time-resolved high-resolution spectroscopy.
Folding the nightly average spectra with Bessell filters we
obtain V = 16.26 and B−V = 0.36 for April 3, and V = 16.61,
B−V = 0.42 for April 5. The diﬀerence in magnitude is very
similar to that found for EC 12477–1738, and we attribute this
and the diﬀerence in the continuum slope to the non-photometric
conditions during the observations. Previously reported values
for EC 13 349–3237 are V = 16.34, B−V = 0.36 (Kilkenny et al.
1997).
Using the spectroscopic decomposition/fit technique introduced in Sect. 3.2, we determine the white dwarf temperature
and mass of EC 13 349–3237, T wd = 35 010 ± 3415 K, and
Mwd = 0.46 ± 0.11 (Table 3 and Fig. 7, middle panel). Taken
at face value, the white dwarf mass is lower than the average mass of single white dwarfs, suggestive of a He-core as
a result of the common envelope evolution. Only a handful of
bona-fide He-core white dwarfs in pre-CVs are known, and a
more detailed study appears warranted to confirm this hypothesis for EC 13 349–3237. The spectral type of the companion,
Sp(sec) = M1 ± 0.5. Hence, EC 13 349–3237 is a new addition
to the still very small number of pre-CVs with early-type companion stars that will start mass transfer above the period gap
(Schreiber & Gänsicke 2003). The distances determined for the
two components are in good agreement.
3.4. EC 14329–1625

This is the brightest of the three pre-CVs of our study, and
this made it possible to also use the photometric data from
the 2005 runs which suﬀered from bad weather conditions.
Unfortunately, the time span between both sets (from 2003
and 2005) is too long for a combined period search. The periodogram of the 2005 data yields as the most probable period P1 = 0.3500(08) d, that agrees well with the result Psp =
0.3498(35) d from the radial velocities of the Hα emission
line from the 2007 time-resolved spectroscopy (Fig. 12). The
phase-folded photometric and spectroscopic data are given in
Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The second highest peak for the
photometric data, P2 = 0.3457(08) d, yields a visually equally
good light curve, and further observations will be necessary
to definitely break this alias degeneracy. However, since P1
agrees slightly better with the spectroscopic period, we adopt
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Table 4. Radial-velocity parameters: the adopted orbital period P, the
semi-amplitude K2 , the constant term γ, and the standard deviation of
the fit σ.
Object
EC 12477–1738
EC 13349–3237
EC 14329–1625

Fig. 13. EC 14329–1625 phase-folded light curves from 2003 (left) and
2005 (right). Diﬀerent symbols mark data from diﬀerent nights. The
bottom plots show the respective data averaged into 0.05 phase bins.

P
[d]
0.362(08)
0.4695(01)
0.4757(01)1
[0.323(08)
0.3500(08)
0.3457(08)1

K2
[km s−1 ]
79(04)
[29(06)

γ
[km s−1 ]
29(03)
−6(04)

σ
[km s−1 ]
19
27]

41(04)
58(03)

−10(03)
−42(02)

20]2
12

1) best alias period, yielding an equally acceptable light curve; 2) the
“spectroscopic” period and the radial velocity parameters are formally
included, but should be taken with great caution, due to the radialvelocity variation being not well understood

and modest white dwarf temperatures, the strength of the Balmer
lines is indicative of chromospheric activity, rather than irradiation/heating of the companion star.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 14. Phase-folded radial velocities of the Hα emission line for
EC 14329–1625. Circles mark data from 2007-04-03, squares those
from 2007-04-05. The solid curve gives the best sine fit. The first cycle
includes error bars corresponding to the Gaussian fit to the Hα emission
line.

Porb = 0.3500(08) d = 8.40(02) h as the orbital period of
EC 14329–1625. A sine fit to the radial velocity data yield the
parameters listed in Table 4, and the corresponding ephemeris is
T 0 = HJD 2 454 196.5437(24) + 0.3500(08) E,

(3)

with respect to the inferior conjunction of the emission source.
As for the other two targets, the average spectra show a flux
diﬀerence between the two nights (Fig. 2, bottom). Folding the
data with Bessell filter curves yields similar diﬀerences as for the
other systems, with values V = 14.79, B−V = 0.33 for April 3,
and V = 15.13, B−V = 0.38 for April 5. Kilkenny et al. (1997)
report V = 14.89, B−V = 0.25, and again the April 3 data agree
slightly better with their measurements.
For EC 14 329–1625, the spectroscopic decomposition (see
Sect. 3.2) results in T wd = 14 600±1300 K and Mwd = 0.62±0.14
(Table 3 and Fig. 7, middle panel), and similar to EC 12 477–
1738, EC 14 329–1625 has a mass close to the average mass of
single white dwarfs. Another similarity to EC 12 477–1738 is
that we find dsec > dwd , which may suggest that the companion star has a radius slightly too large for its spectral type. As
already mentioned in Sect. 3.2, this might be related to stellar
activity on the companion star (Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2007).
In fact, both EC 12 477–1738 and EC 14 329–1625 exhibit very
strong Balmer emission lines. Given their long orbital periods

We have determined the system parameters for the three preCVs EC 12477–1738, EC 13349–3237, and EC 14329–1625.
The results of the spectroscopic decomposition are given in
Table 3, the parameters gained from the radial velocities are
summarised in Table 4. When comparing our results with previously published data we find that Koester et al. (2001) determine somewhat higher temperatures for the WDs in EC 12477–
1738 (20 922 ± 317 K vs. 17 718 ± 865 K) and in EC 13349–
3237 (48 116 ± 1 353 K vs. 35 010 ± 3 000 K). These diﬀerences
are explained by the fact that Koester et al. (2001) did not correct for the contribution of the companion star before fitting the
white dwarf spectrum. Consequently, the equivalent widths of
the white dwarf photospheric Balmer lines are underestimated,
which pulls the spectroscopic fit to higher temperatures (a higher
degree of ionisation).
The secondary spectral types for all three pre-CVs agree well
with those obtained by Tappert et al. (2007b) from absorption
line strengths in K-band spectra: M3V (this study: M3 ± 0.5V)
for EC 12477–1738 and EC 14329–1625, and K5V–M2V (M1 ±
0.5V) for EC 13349–3237.
Two of our systems, EC 12477–1738 and EC 14329–1625,
turn out to have very similar parameters: their orbital period is
close to 8.5 h, and their stellar components are a medium-hot
WD and an M3V secondary. The latter is an unusual combination for the pre-SDSS sample of pre-CVs, which was strongly
biased to hotter WDs (Schreiber & Gänsicke 2003), but it is
now found quite frequently in pre-CVs discovered in the SDSS
(Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2007). EC 13349–3237, on the other
hand, while submitting to the usual observational bias in being
a young pre-CV with a hot WD, also incorporates a comparatively early-type, M1V, secondary star. Pre-CVs with an earlytype secondary star still represent a minority in the currently
known sample. As Schreiber & Gänsicke (2003) point out, this
is due to the fact that the secondary star in these systems contributes too much light for the object to appear as a candidate
WD or QSO in the colour-colour diagram and thus will not trigger spectroscopic follow-up observations. It is probable that, if
EC 13349–3237 contained a cooler WD, it would still remain
undiscovered (see also Schreiber et al. 2007).

C. Tappert et al.: Observations of three pre-cataclysmic variables

Based on the spectral type of the secondary stars, we can
expect that EC 12477–1738 and EC 14329–1625 will turn into
CVs with an orbital period 3–5 h, while EC 13349–3237 will
enter its CV phase at P ∼ 4−6 h (e.g., Beuermann et al. 1998).
In this context it is worth noticing that the period regime at 3–
4 h is dominated by the high-mass-transfer SW Sex stars, whose
physics and possible magnetic nature are still under debate
(Rodríguez-Gil et al. 2007, and references herein). A detailed
examination of pre-CVs with secondary spectral types ∼M3V,
such as EC 12477–1738 and EC 14329–1625, might therefore
provide valuable insight into this important subgroup of CVs.
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